In this paper I analyze the role of business service offshoring in international cooperation over the recession. In business services -as described in Schumpeterian literature -external restructuring including resource and production relocation is more intensive during recession periods while intensive internal restructuring accompanies expansion periods. As external restructuring encompass business processes fragmentation and offshoring of services, I also argue -taking into account historical evidence -that current economic crisis would result in growing service offshoring in business service sector. I expect that many financial institutions would relocate part of their business processes abroad, where operating costs are lower, as they find that external restructuring via offshoring is the way to survive. This, in turn, will be the most possible result in growth of service offshoring projects located in CEE and Asia, as these two locations were the most attractive ones in recent years for service offshoring. The process is reflected by growth of FDI outflows from developed economies to CEE and Asia as well as growth of business and IT services trade between the mentioned economies. However, I also expect that in short run (one year perspective) we will experience tremendous decrease of FDI flows including investment in service offshoring, nevertheless the share of FDI flows related to service offshoring in total FDI flows will increase.
Introduction

Business cycle definitively affects business services what is clearly seen in FDI statistics
and financial results of all companies operating in this sector. Internal and external restructuring is recognized as a chance for business improvement and has been going through dramatic changes since the middle of 2008. As it is proved in Schumpeterian literature, that restructuring is more intensive in crisis than internal restructuring, which accompanies expansion periods 1 .
Ongoing financial crisis, the worse in the last 60 years, raises numbers of projects external restructuring including resource and production relocation.
As external restructuring encompass business process fragmentation and offshoring of services, I also state -taking into account historical evidence -that current economic crisis would result in growing service offshoring in business service sector.
I expect that many business service providers would relocate part of their business processes abroad, where operating costs are lower, as they find that external restructuring via offshoring is the way to survive. Data reported by UNCTAD in World Investment Prospects This, in turn, will be the most possible result in growth of service offshoring projects located in CEE (Poland, Hungary and Czech Republic), as locations were the most attractive in the recent years for service offshoring. The process is reflected by growth of FDI outflows from developed economies and FDI inflows in CEE as well as growth of business services trade between the mentioned regions.
However, it is expected that in short run (one year perspective) we will experience slight decrease of FDI flows including investment in service offshoring, nevertheless the share of FDI flows related to service offshoring in total FDI flows will increase. In medium term perspective we expect both increase of total FDI including these related to service offshoring.
How crisis affected this sector? When many companies sent out alarming information about declining turnovers and necessary restructuring since the crisis started to hurt them, the market of business services in Poland has grown by about 50% in 2009-2010 2 . In the region of CEE Poland has grown as the leader of this sector leaving Czech Republic or Hungary far away.
There are still large interests revealed by the foreign investors, which are going to open their service centers in Poland. Other business services revealed greater importance in value than Financial intermediation. It is another aspect worth to stress, that during the crisis, the value of business services offshoring transaction is expected to rise.
Offshoring of business services
That expresses in further increase in trade by services: export of the business service from the country where investment was placed to the investors' home country, and import of the business service to the FDI home country FDI. There is a clear trend of growth as FDI as well as import services in OECD countries.
That is very likely that the role of services in international cooperation will be getting more and Further analyze results confirm the expectation, that the crisis affected notably the international cooperation in business service sector. Only two years of economic recession (2008) (2009) ) resulted in the relationship of the analysis of the FDI and trade (see Table 4 ). There is no more strong correlation between FDI in Other business activities and export of Other business services, as it used to be revealed in analyzes of the period 1995-2007 (see Table 3 ).
However, strong correlation in FDI inward in Other business activities and export of Other business services draw my attention to the value of this indicators. 
Conclusions
This paper investigates effects of foreign direct investment in business services mostly done as offshoring investment. The empirical results allow making three important statements.
First of all, we face with overall trend of growth of services, and the expansion will be continued because companies tend to outsource a growing share of their business support functions (accounting, computer maintenance, contact with customers, generally "Other business services") to external provides of services and these services become more and more important 
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